
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

TALLAHASSEE DIVISION

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
              

 vs.    CASE NO. 

FRANKLIN ELLIS,
Defendant

                                                                           /

SENTENCING MEMORANDUM

Defendant, Franklin Ellis, who is fifty-four  years of age, is a veteran of the United States

Army, having served four  years beginning in 1977.  (PSR, ¶56). For many years, he earned a living

as a barber. (PSR, ¶54). He has a long standing addiction to both alcohol and cocaine.  (PSR, ¶49).

He didn’t commit his first criminal offense until he was  thirty-nine years old, following a divorce and

the worsening of his drug addiction. (PSR, ¶ 25). Since then, he has committed some eight felony

offenses, most involving the possession of or sale of small quantities of crack cocaine.  For the most

part, he committed these offenses so that he could afford to buy crack cocaine for his own use.  While

he has twice been sent to prison for violating probation, the longest sentence he initially received for

any of his prior offenses was a six  month jail sentence.  Given these circumstances, a  sentence

significantly less than the nearly twenty-two  years to more than twenty-seven  years (262 to 327

months) of imprisonment recommended by the career offender provision of United States Sentencing

Guidelines would be “sufficient, but not greater than necessary,” to comply with the goals of

sentencing established by Congress.  18 U.S.C. § 3553(a).

Mr.  Ellis does not dispute the obvious; he  has a significant criminal history.  Objectively,



most would agree that he has earned himself a  prison sentence of some length.  Nonetheless, his

classification as a career offender has disproportionally increased his advisory guidelines range.

Without the career offender classification, Mr.  Ellis’s advisory sentence would be in the range of the

statutorily required mandatory minimum sentence of ten years (110 to 137 months).

The offense for which this Court is sentencing Mr.  Ellis involves a sale to an informant of

14.2 grams of crack cocaine.  (PSR, ¶8). When the informant arranged to make the purchase, Mr.

Ellis had to find someone to provide him with the cocaine so that he could make the sale.  Had the

sale been successful, Mr.  Ellis would have returned the bulk of the money to the individual that

supplied the cocaine.  Mr.  Ellis’s profit would have amounted to about $50 and a small quantity of

cocaine.  

The incident includes one aggravating circumstance: Mr.  Ellis fled when the officers arrived

to make the arrest.  One officer, fearing for his safety, fired two shots at Mr.  Ellis as he drove away.

There followed what has been described in the pre-sentence report as “a short high speed chase,” id.,

something which has been factored into the Guidelines scoring. (PSR, ¶ 17).  The incident has led to

pending state charges of aggravated assault on a law enforcement officer and attempting to elude an

officer.  (PSR, ¶41).  Mr.  Ellis, however, maintains that he was blinded by the headlights of the

unmarked patrol car and never intended to injure anyone. 

Mr.  Ellis concedes that his prior criminal history is not limited to drug offenses.  More than

fourteen years ago he was convicted of the crime of aggravated battery on a pregnant victim.  (PSR,

¶25). As explained in the undersigned’s letter to United States Probation Officer Janet Williams,

however, Mr.  Ellis disputes the description of the offense found in the presentence report.  The

essence of his explanation is that his estranged girlfriend, Sarah Meyers, attacked him with a knife

when she found him with another woman.  He says that Ms.  Meyers had previously injured her arm



Mr. Ellis questions the accuracy of the battery conviction listed in paragraph 31 of the PSR.1

and that he re-injured it in the ensuing struggle. While his explanation is clearly at odds with the

description in the pre-sentence report, his sentence of two years of probation lends some credence

to his explanation.

His escape offense listed in Paragraph 26, as described in the paragraph, amounts to returning

to the work release center some four-and-a-half hours late.  His other offenses, two counts of

resisting arrest (PSR, ¶¶ 28,29), a domestic battery (PSR, ¶31), and a disorderly conduct charge (PSR

¶) are all misdemeanor offenses that resulted in, at worst,  relatively short sentences to the  county

jail.1

Of his prior drug offenses, his most recent is  his 2004 charge of possession of cocaine with

intent to sell.  (PSR, ¶35).  That offense, which is linked with the two  grand theft charges found

listed in Paragraph 35 of the pre-sentence report, is centered around purchases of motor vehicles from

an employee at a Tallahassee car dealership.  Mr.  Ellis purchased the three vehicles involved at low

prices and then resold them to others for a profit. He also provided the individual working at the

dealership with crack cocaine.  The probable cause affidavit as well as the pre-sentence report (PSR,

¶35) reports that the discovery of the incident began with a traffic stop and that Mr.  Ellis, at the time,

was found to be in possession of “a large quantity of cash” and crack cocaine. As Mr. Ellis will

explain, though, the cash came from the car transactions, not any sort of drug trafficking.  The pre-

sentence report and the probable cause affidavit both report that crack cocaine was involved in the

transactions for the vehicles, although, the probable cause affidavit reports conflicting statements

from Mr.  Ellis with Mr.  Ellis stating, at one point, that the crack cocaine was not part of the



The three exhibits cited in this memorandum are all probable cause affidavits, which Mr. Ellis2

will introduce into evidence at his sentencing hearing. 

“It is worth noting that a district court's job is not to impose a ‘reasonable’ sentence. Rather,3

a district court's mandate is to impose "a sentence sufficient, but not greater than necessary, to

purchase, but rather a bonus for giving him a good deal.”  (Exhibit 1) .  His other cases involve2

small quantities of crack cocaine.  The cocaine possession charge in Paragraph 34 of the pre-sentence

report involved “several pieces of crack cocaine.”  The possession charge in Paragraph 30 involved

“three rocks of suspected crack.”   (Exhibit 2).  The offense in Paragraph 29 involved what appears

to be a single rock of crack cocaine.  (Exhibit 3).

Thus, Mr.  Ellis’s drug offenses, including the current one, are those of someone selling or

possessing cocaine at the lowest level.  They are  consistent with the activity of an addict trying to

find money to buy his own drugs.  It is not the history of a major drug trafficker. 

As can be seen in Paragraph 49 of the pre-sentence report, Mr.  Ellis has been using both

alcohol and cocaine heavily for many years.  His addiction was such that he had little control over his

life and spent many years homeless and living in the streets.  His exposure to treatment has been

minimal.  During the pre-sentence interview he could list only a thirty-day residential drug treatment

program at the Veterans’ Administration sometime in the 90's.  (PSR, ¶50).  He found some success

in 2003 when, on his own, he went to narcotics anonymous meetings.  Nonetheless, his addiction has

been central to his existence and the consequences have been disastrous both in terms of his criminal

history and quality of his life.

18 U.S.C. §3553(a)

The mandate of 18 U.S.C. §3553(a) is, of course, for the Court to “impose a sentence

sufficient, but not greater than necessary, to comply” with the purposes of sentencing set forth in the

second paragraph of that same statute.   In Rita v.  United States, 127 S.  Ct.  2456, 2463 (2007),3



comply with the purposes" of section 3553(a)(2). Reasonableness is the appellate standard of review
in judging whether a district court has accomplished its task.”  United States v. Foreman, 436 F.3d
638, 644 n.1 (6  Cir. 2006)th

the Court summarized the now often-cited factors found in that second paragraph: the “(1) offense

and offender characteristics; (2) the need for a sentence to reflect the basic aims of sentencing, namely

(a) "just punishment" (retribution), (b) deterrence, (c) incapacitation, (d) rehabilitation; (3) the

sentences legally available; (4) the Sentencing Guidelines; (5) Sentencing Commission policy

statements; (6) the need to avoid unwarranted disparities; and (7) the need for restitution.  See also

United States v.  Hunt , 459 F.3d 1180, 1182 (11  Cir. 2006).th

The United States Sentencing Guidelines

The Supreme Court issued its decision in United States v.  Booker, 543 U.S. 220, 125 S. Ct.

738 (2005), almost three years ago.  While issues remain regarding the role of the Sentencing 

Guidelines, it is clear that there is no presumption favoring the guidelines in the district court.  As 

stated in Rita, “the sentencing court does not enjoy the benefit of a legal presumption that the 

guideline sentence should apply.”  127 S.Ct.  at  2465.  Thus, there is “no thumb on the scale in favor

of a guideline sentence.”  United States v.  Wachowiak, 496 F.3d 744, 749 (7  Cir.  2007).  See alsoth

United States v.  Glover, 431 F.3d 744, 752-753 (11  Cir.2005); United States v.  Rita, 127 S.Ct.th

at 2474 (Stevens, J. concurring) (“I trust that those judges who have treated the guidelines as virtually

mandatory during the post-Booker interregnum will now recognize that the guidelines are truly

advisory.”).

The Career Offender Provision

              The career offender provision of the sentencing guidelines, §4B1.1, more than doubles the

sentencing range in Mr.  Ellis’s case.  Without the career offender provision, Mr.  Ellis’s offense level



would be 25, which coupled with the criminal history category VI, produces the range of 110 to 137

months.  See PSR, ¶20, 39.  With the career offender classification, though, Mr.  Ellis’s offense level

is thirty-four, which coupled with criminal history VI produces a range of 262 to 322 months.  See

PSR ¶23.  

Many courts have recognized that the wide net cast by the career offender provision  ensnares

the street-level dealer along with drug king pins. See United States v.  Moreland, 437 F.3d 424, 435

(4  Cir.  2006) (“[T]he career offender guideline covers a broad range of offenders, encompassingth

the street-level dealer who handles only small quantities of drugs and the drug king pin or the

recidivist with a history of violence.”)  In this instance, the same range applied to Mr.  Ellis would

apply to the individual with a far more serious record, whose trafficking was a calculated profit-

seeking venture, who had a long history of violence or serious drug offenses, and whose instant

offense involved far greater quantities of controlled substances.  Mr.  Ellis’s list of relatively minor

offenses, which  is consistent with the activity of a street-level dealer, his long-standing addiction that

propelled him to sell crack cocaine to support his addiction, the absence of any weapons or violence

in the instant offense and his past drug offenses, and the relatively small quantity of drugs involved

in the instant offense all support a sentence less than the 22 to 27 years recommended by the career

offender provision of the guidelines.

To be sure, Mr.  Ellis acknowledges that in 28 U.S.C. §994 (h), Congress mandated that the

Sentencing Commission “assure that certain ‘career offenders’ receive a sentence of imprisonment

‘at or near the maximum term authorized.’”  USSG. § 4B1.1, comment.  (backg’d.).  He recognizes,

too, that “Section 4B1.1 implements this directive, with the definition of a career offender tracking

in large part their criteria set forth in 28 U.S.C. § 994(h).”  USSG. § 4B1.1, comment.  (backg’d.).

See also United States v.  Williams , 456 F.3d 1353, 1370 (11  Cir.  2007) (“Congress’s goal wasth



The Supreme Court, however, in United States v.  Kimbrough, No.  06-6330, will be4

deciding this term whether the crack cocaine guidelines amount to a congressional directive.  In the
pleadings filed in that case, the Government has recognized that disagreements with the policy
decisions of the Sentencing Commission can support a below-guideline sentence.  2007 WL 2461473
(Brief for the United States)(U.S. August 30, 2007) at 16 (“the sentencing guidelines are now
advisory, and courts may vary based solely on policy considerations, including disagreements with
the guidelines.”).

not simply to punish offenders with prior criminal histories more severely than first time offenders;

Congress also wanted to target specific recidivism, particularly repeat drug offenders.”). He

recognizes, as well, that a district court lacks the authority to impose a below-guidelines sentence

based upon its disagreement with congressional directives.  See United States v.  Vazquez, 240 Fed.

Appx. 318, 2007 WL 2050903, *5 (11  2007) (unpublished).th 4

In many instances, though, courts have  thought it appropriate to impose sentences below the

advisory range set forth by the career offender provision because of the circumstances of the

particular case.  Most notably, in United States v. Williams, 435 F.3d 1350, 1351 (11  Cir.  2006),th

the court imposed a 90 month sentence despite the career offender range of 188 to 235 months.  Like

Mr.  Ellis’s case, the transaction for which the defendant was being sentenced involved a relatively

small quantity of crack cocaine (5 grams).  Id. at 1352.  Like Mr.  Ellis’s case, the guidelines range

more than doubled the sentencing range, increasing the range from 84 to 105 months to 188 to 235

months.  The district court found that the advisory sentence was greater than necessary to comply

with the goals of sentencing largely because the defendant’s two prior offenses were not especially

serious offenses and because the career offender range “was unreasonable for a crime involving the

sale of only $350 of crack cocaine.”  Id. at 1355.

In other cases, judges have found  the classification of individuals as career offenders to be

“an area that invites particular scrutiny post-Booker, when the guidelines including the career

offender guidelines, are supposed to be advisory.”  United States v.  Ennis, 468 F.Supp.2d 228, 234



(D. Mass 2006).  In, for example, United States v.  Fernandez, 436 F.Supp.2d 983, 988-989 (E.D.

Wis.  2006), the district court cited a list of pre- and post-Booker cases recognizing that the career

offender guideline sometimes calls for a sentence greater than is necessary to satisfy the purposes of

sentencing. 

Courts have, in pre- and post-Booker cases, recognized that the career offender
guideline can produce a penalty greater than necessary to satisfy the purposes
of sentencing. See, e.g., United States v. Mishoe, 241 F.3d 214, 220 (2d Cir.
2001)("In some circumstances, a large disparity [between the length of the prior
sentences and the sentence produced by the guideline] might indicate that the
career offender sentence provides a deterrent effect so in excess of what is
required . . . as to constitute a mitigating circumstance present 'to a degree' not
adequately considered by the Commission."); United States v. Rivers, 50 F.3d
1126, 1131 (2d Cir. 1995)(stating that the district court can depart where the
range created by the career offender provision overstates the seriousness of the
defendant's record); United States v. Qualls, 373 F. Supp. 2d 873, 876-77 (E.D.
Wis. 2005)(stating that in some cases the career offender guideline creates
sentences far greater than necessary, such as where the qualifying offenses are
designated crimes of violence but do not suggest a risk justifying such a
sentence, or where the prior sentences were short, making the guideline range
applicable to the instant offense a colossal increase); United States v. Serrano,
No. 04-CR-414, 2005 U.S. Dist LEXIS 9782, at *22-25 (S.D.N.Y. May 19,
2005)(imposing non-guideline sentence where defendant's career offender
predicates were minor drug offenses on which he served little time); No. 04-
4003, United States v. Corber, 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 8927, at *7-9 (D. Kan.
Apr. 13, 2005), aff'd, 159 Fed. Appx. 54 (10th Cir. 2005)(finding that the
career offender guideline created sentence greater than necessary, considering
the nature of the predicate offenses and the instant offense); United States v.
Phelps, 366 F. Supp. 2d 580, 590 (E.D. Tenn. 2005)(stating  that "it is not
unusual that the technical definitions of 'crime of violence' and 'controlled
substance offense' operate to subject some defendants to not just substantial,
but extraordinary increases in their advisory Guidelines ranges," which in some
cases will be greater than necessary, especially where "the defendant's prior
convictions are very old and he has demonstrated some ability to live for
substantial periods crime free or in cases where the defendant barely qualifies
as a career offender"); United States v. Carvajal, No. 04-CR-222, 2005 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 3076, at *15-16 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 22, 2005)(finding that the career
offender guideline produced a sentence greater than necessary under §
3553(a)).

In  Fernandez, the court imposed a sentence of 126 months rather than the 188 to 235 months called



for by the career offender provision.  Id. at 991.  Although the instant offense involved the sale of a

significant quantity of powder cocaine and a firearm was present, the court took note of the minor

nature of the defendant’s prior convictions, the length of time that had passed since the prior

convictions, and that in the interim the defendant had no criminal history.  Id. at 987. 

In United States v.  Moreland,  the court of appeals concluded that “a two-thirds reduction

from the bottom of the advisory guideline range” was excessive.  43 F.3d at 437.  Nonetheless, the

Court concluded “that a variance was warranted” and directed the district court to impose a sentence

that was roughly one-third less than called for by the career offender provision.  Id. at 436, 437.

There were two circumstance central  to the decision: “(1) the relatively small quantity of drugs

involved in Moreland’s current and prior offenses; [and] (2) the absence of firearms or violence from

the offenses.”  Id at 420.

In United States v.  Williams, 481 F.Supp.2d 1298 (M.D. Fla. 2007), on remand from the

Court of Appeals decision at 456 F.3d 1353, the court imposed a sentence of 204 months rather than

the 262 to 347 months called for by the career offender guidelines.  Id. at 1305, 1303.  In doing so,

the court stated:

In sum, Williams is a street-level dealer of crack cocaine.  He is not a king pin,
managing a large-scale drug enterprise.  While the sale of crack cocaine is a
serious offense, severity is a relative concept, and the guideline sentence of
thirty years would be grossly disproportionate to the seriousness of the offense.

Id. at 1304.  In United States v.  Gibson, 442 F.Supp.2d 1279, 1285 (S.D. Fla.  2006), where the

career offender guidelines advisory range was 360 months to life, the court imposed a sentence of 140

months.  In doing so, the court relied upon the relatively small quantity of crack cocaine (22.6 grams)

and the nature of the defendant’s prior convictions, which largely “consisted of sales between one and

three rocks of crack cocaine.”  Id. at 1284.



There are, of course, reasons for examining closely the career offender classification in

particular cases. The Sentencing Commission has, for example, questioned whether the career

offender guideline when applied to low-level drug sellers had any appreciable effect on the sales of

drugs:

The question for policymakers is whether the career offender guideline,
especially as it applies to repeat drug traffickers, clearly promotes an important
purpose of sentencing. Unlike repeat violent offenders, whose incapacitation
may protect the public from additional crimes by the offender, criminologists
and law enforcement officials testifying before the Commission have noted that
retail-level drug traffickers are readily replaced by new drug sellers so long as
the demand for a drug remains high. Incapacitating a low-level drug seller
prevents little, if any, drug selling; the crime is simply committed by someone
else.  

U.S. Sentencing Commission, Fifteen Years of Guideline Sentencing, 134 (Nov. 2004). 

Courts have also recognized that the application of the career offender guidelines can result

in a sentence that fails to take into account the Guidelines concern for proportionality in sentencing:

The Introduction to the Guidelines notes that a primary purpose of the
Guidelines, and indeed, a significant purpose of all sentencing, is not just to
avoid disparity in the sentencing of offenders, but also to ensure
"proportionality in sentencing through a system that imposes appropriately
different sentences for criminal conduct of different severity." U.S.S.G. §
1A1.1, Introductory cmt. (n.3). The drafters could have avoided disparity by
sentencing all offenders to life imprisonment no matter what they did. But while
that would have made sentencing uniform across the country, it would have
been uniformly disproportionate, not to mention grotesquely unfair.

In the instant case, Nicholson [who is a career offender] is facing 20 years for
drug distribution, a sentence which matches the maximum punishment for the
following offenses: Sexual abuse, 18 U.S.C. § 2242; sexual exploitation of
children, 18 U.S.C. § 2251; enticement into slavery, 18 U.S.C. § 1583;
terrorism, 18 U.S.C. § 2322; torture, 18 U.S.C. § 2340A; kidnapping, 18
U.S.C. § 1201; seditious conspiracy, 18 U.S.C. § 2384; and, biological
weapons, 18 U.S.C. § 175c. Likewise, under the Guidelines, selling someone
in the slave trade is "only" an offense level 22, U.S.S.G. § 2H4.1 and
transmitting top secret national defense information is "just" a 29, U.S.S.G. §
2M3.3, while Nicholson's base offense level is 34. 



Of Mr.  Ellis’s two qualifying offenses, only one is a drug trafficking offense and as described5

in the pre-sentence report, it was a product of a traffic stop rather than the sort of “open-air drug
markets” discussed by the Sentencing Commission.  Nonetheless, even that offense as well as some
of Mr.  Ellis’s non-qualifying drug offenses are still the sort of easily detected offenses that are typical
of crack cocaine transactions.

United States v.  Ennis, 468 F.Supp.2d at 236. Mr. Ellis’s base offense level is, of course, 37. (PSR,

¶21).

Finally, the Sentencing Commission has also observed the disproportionate application of the

career offender provisions to African-Americans:

In 2000, there were 1,279 offenders subject to the career offender provisions,
which resulted in some of the most severe penalties imposed under the
guidelines.  Although Black offenders constituted just 26 percent of the
offenders sentenced under the guidelines in 2000, they were 58 percent of the
offenders subject to the severe penalties required by the career offender
guideline.  Most of these offenders were subject to the guideline because of the
inclusion of drug trafficking crimes in the criteria qualifying offenders for the
guideline.  (Interestingly, Hispanic offenders, while representing 39 percent of
the criminal docket, represent just 17 percent of the offenders subject to the
career offender guideline.)  Commentators have noted the relative ease of
detecting and prosecuting offenses that take place in open-air drug markets,
which are most often found in impoverished minority neighborhoods (Tonry,
1995), which suggests that African-Americans have a higher risk of conviction
for a drug trafficking crime than do similar White drug traffickers (Tonry, 1995;
Blumstein, 2000).   5

U.S. Sentencing Commission, Fifteen Years of Guideline Sentencing, 133-34 (Nov. 2004) 

Application of § 3553(a) to Mr.  Ellis’s Case

In Mr.  Ellis’s case, it is “the nature and circumstances of the offense” as well as “the history

and characteristics of the defendant” that justify a lesser sentence.  18 U.S.C. §3553(a)(1).  His

offense involves a relatively small quantity of crack cocaine that was sold to an informant.  He had

to go to another individual to secure that quantity of cocaine and was destined to make very little



The fact that the controlled substance is crack cocaine plays a role in the sentencing6

guidelines calculations.  As stated in the pre-sentence report, the crack cocaine that Mr.  Ellis had
planned to sell the informant weighed 14.2 grams.  (PSR, ¶8).  That quantity of crack cocaine would
ordinarily call for a sentence of five to forty years.  See 21 U.S.C. 841(b)(1)(B).  Because Mr.  Ellis
has a prior conviction for a felony drug offense, though, the maximum penalty is life.  Id.  Because
of that, the base offense level under the career offender provision is 37.  See USSG §4B1.1(b)(A).

If, however, Mr.  Ellis had been trying to sell powder cocaine, his maximum penalty would
have been 30 years.  See 21 U.S.C. §841(b)(1)(C).  If that were the case, the career offender
provision would have called for an offense level of 34.  USSG §4B1.1(b)(B).  With credit for
acceptance and responsibility, Mr.  Ellis’s advisory sentencing range would have been 188 to 235
months, roughly six years less than what he is facing.

This all bears some relevance to the above stated claim that the offense did not involve any
weapons or violence.  That’s the case because the government, in its initial brief in Kimbrough v.
United States, has conceded that some of the shortcomings recognized by the sentencing commission
would support a lesser sentence in crack cocaine cases:

While courts could not rely on those reports as a basis for categorically
disagreeing with the 100:1 ratio, courts could properly consider those reports
in determining whether a particular defendant’s commission of a crack-cocaine
offense implicates the policy reasons underlying Congress’s harsher treatment
of crack offenses. . . For example, one of the justifications for the 100:1 ratio
was that crack cocaine is more closely correlated with the commission of other
serious crimes (based on the greater propensity of individuals trafficking in
crack to carry weapons). . . Accordingly, it would not be inconsistent with
congressional policy for a court to conclude that, based on the individualized
circumstance that a crack offender did not carry a weapon or otherwise threaten
violence in connection with the offense, a downward variance would be
appropriate.”

2007 WL 2461473 (Brief for the United States) at *44-45.

money from the transaction.  The offense did not include firearms or threats of violence.  The6

characteristic of a defendant that should enter the calculus  is his long standing addiction that has had

such a hold upon him that it has led to homelessness, an existence that most would see as marginal,

and most importantly for sentencing consideration,  a willingness to risk criminal penalties to satisfy

that addiction. 

Mr.  Ellis has, in the paragraphs above, already explained at length why the relatively small

quantity of drugs and his particular criminal history support a lesser sentence. The reasoning as to

why his addiction would support a lesser sentence, though, is worth further mention.  There have,



It is available at www.drugabuse.gov\infofacts\understand.html.7

In United States v.  Garcia, 497 F.3d 964, 972-973 (9  Cir.  2007), the court recognized the8 th

district court’s authority to consider drug addiction:

“Just because a consideration was improper under the mandatory Guidelines regime does not
mean that it is necessarily improper under the advisory Guidelines regime. Other circuits have
refused to foreclose sentencing courts' consideration of drug addiction entirely, although at
least one circuit has expressed skepticism that addiction is a proper reason for sentencing
below the Guidelines "absent extraordinary circumstances." United States v. Hodge, 469 F.3d
749, 757 (8th Cir. 2006) (noting the continuing relevance of § 5H1.4); see also United States
v. Matheny, 450 F.3d 633, 641 (6th Cir. 2006) (tacitly approving the sentencing court's
statement "that it considered, pursuant to § 3553(a)(1), the fact that Matheny had his drug
addiction since childhood").

of course, been volumes written about drug addiction and a legion of studies. Nonetheless, the

Government’s National Institute on Drug Abuse and the National Institute of Health have, on the

internet, published a short document that briefly discusses addiction: Understanding Drug Abuse and

Addiction.   One paragraph describes the effects of long-term abuse:7

Long-term abuse causes changes in other brain chemical systems and circuits
as well.  Glutamate is a neurotransmitter that influences the reward circuit and
the ability to learn.  When the optimal concentration of glutamate is altered by
drug abuse, the brain attempts to compensate, which can impair cognitive
function.  Drugs of abuse facilitate nonconscious (conditioned) learning, which
leads the user to experience uncontrollable cravings when they see a place or
person the associate with the drug experience, even when the drug itself is not
available.  Brain imaging studies of drug-addicted individuals show changes in
areas of the brain that are critical to judgment, decision-making, learning and
memory, and behavior control.  Together, these changes can drive an abuser to
seek out and take drugs compulsively despite adverse consequences-in other
words, to become addicted to drugs.

It is because this biological compulsion generated by addiction has motivated much of Mr. Ellis’s

conduct that it  is a fair consideration when comparing his conduct to others who act in a far more

calculated way. Although drug addiction was not a valid consideration under the mandatory

guidelines, it seems apparent that it is a consideration available to sentencing judges now that the

guidelines are advisory.  8



We agree with our sister circuits and hold that district courts are not prohibited in all
circumstances from considering a defendant's drug addiction in choosing a reasonable
sentence. 

Of the goals set out in 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(2), the Government and surely the Court consider

carefully the need for the sentence to “reflect the seriousness of the offense, to promote respect for

the law, and to provide just punishment for the offense;” “to afford adequate deterrence to criminal

conduct;” “to protect the public from further crimes of the defendant;” and “the need to avoid

unwarranted sentence disparities among defendants with similar records who have been found guilty

of similar conduct.” 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(2). Excessively long sentences, however, fail to reflect the

seriousness of the offense, undermine respect for the law, and fail to provide just punishment. Indeed,

as Mr.  Ellis has stated earlier in this memorandum,  the disproportionate length of the sentence called

for by the career offender guidelines, here, fails to comply with the goals set forth in §3553(a)(2).

In United States v.  Williams, the district judge, Judge Presnell, recognized that the 262 to 327

months sentence called for by the career offender guidelines in that case “would not provide  just

punishment.”  481 F.Supp.2d at 1304.  He went on to say that such a sentence “offends the very

notion of justice.”

In considering deterrence, Judge Presnell, echoing the proportionality concern of others,

stated that “it seems appropriate to consider the deterrence factor in light of the seriousness of the

offense, the deterrent effect of a harsh sentence should be reserved for those serious crimes where

society’s need for protection is the greatest.”  Id. at 1304.  In urging this consideration, Mr.  Ellis

does not intend to minimize the nature of the instant offense or of his long criminal history.

Nonetheless, his point is that in considering deterrence there should be some consideration given to

the concept of proportionality. 



The report is available at 9 www.ussc.gov/publichat/residivisen_general.pdf.  The oldest
category in the report, though, is that of “over 50.”  It is based upon the age of the individual at the
time of the sentencing and is based on the “number of offenders with a twenty-four month period at
risk of recidivating following either initiation of probation...or release from confinement.”  Id.  Logic,
though, would suggest that when an individual is released at age 64, the risk of recidivism is even
further reduced.

The need to protect the public from further crimes of Mr.  Ellis also cuts in favor or Mr.

Ellis’s request for a sentence below that called for by the career offender guidelines.  Mr.  Ellis is 54

years of age.  If the court were to sentence him to the minimum of the advisory range, he would be,

roughly, 76 years old at the time of his release.  A sentence even to the mandatory minimum term of

ten years, though, would still mean that Mr. Ellis would be incarcerated until he was 64 years of age.

It is an age that the likelihood of recidivism is greatly reduced.  See United State Sentencing

Commission, Measuring Recidivism: Criminal History Computation of the Federal Sentencing

Guidelines, Exhibit 9 at p. 28 (2004).9

The need to avoid sentencing disparity is, of course, due careful consideration.  The concern,

though, is with those disparities that are unwarranted.  United States v.  Owens, 464 F.3d 1252, 1256

(11  Cir.  2006); 18 U.S.C. §3553(a)(6)(“...the need to avoid unwarranted sentenceth

disparities...”)(emphasis added); United States v.  Dunkin, 479 F.3d 924, 929 (7  Cir.  2007) (“18th

U.S.C. §3553(a)(6) does not instruct district courts to avoid all differences in sentencing, only

unwarranted disparities.”).  To impose the same sort of sentence on Mr.  Ellis as those being

sentenced for far more serious drug offenses, whose criminal histories are either more violent or more

extensive than Mr.  Ellis’s, and whose crimes have been calculated efforts to make real profits, is a

false equality that ignores the facts.  See United States v.  Ennis, 468 F.Supp.2d at 235 (“treating

offenders who are not equally culpable the same is a false equality, not at all consistent with the

admonition ‘to avoid unwarranted sentence disparities among defendants with similar records who

http://www.ussc.gov/publichat/residivisen_general.pdf.


The statistics are available at 10 www.ussc.gov/annrpt/2006/sbtoc06.htm.

have been found guilty of similar conduct.’”).  Furthermore, given the disparity between the average

drug sentence in the Northern District of Florida and the rest of the nation, a lesser sentence in Mr.

Ellis’s case would only reduce disparity.  According to the United States Sentencing Commission’s

2006 Source Book of Federal Statistics, the average sentence in the Northern District of Florida for

drug trafficking offenses in fiscal year 2006 was 153.3 months, which was 82 percent higher than the

national average of 84.4 months.  10

One of the considerations in 18 U.S.C. §3553(a) is that of providing the defendant “with

needed . . . medical care or all other corrective treatment in the most effective manner.”  Mr.  Ellis

badly needs drug treatment, but this sort of lengthy sentence called for by the career offender

guidelines is hardly necessary for such treatment.  Clearly he can receive extensive treatment with a

sentence that is far shorter. 

Conclusion

Even when the Sentencing Guidelines were mandatory, sentencing courts were to treat those

before them as individuals.  See Koon v. United States, 518 U.S. 81, 113 (1996) (“It has been

uniform and constant in the federal judicial tradition for the sentencing judge to consider every

convicted person as an individual and every case as a unique study in the human failings that

sometimes mitigate, sometimes magnify, the crime and the punishment to ensue.”).  The decision in

Booker and the command of the statute to impose a sentence that is “sufficient, but not greater than

necessary,” has given sentencing courts  greater latitude to impose a sentence that fits the crime and

the person before the court. Mr.  Ellis, therefore, respectfully requests this Court to exercise that

discretion  and to sentence him to a period of incarceration significantly less than the 22 to 27 years

http://www.ussc.gov/annrpt/2006/sbtoc06.htm.


called for by the career offender provision of the guidelines.
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